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An executor is someone name inside a Will to carry

out the wishes of the deceased person. An executor

needs to apply for probate, protect deceased estate,

pay debts and taxes of the estate and makes

distribution to the beneficiaries. The executor is

made personally liable if there's any mismanage of

estate fund and distributions.

So what are the criteria we need to take into

consideration when we appoint an executor. 



QUESTIONS TO ASK
YOURSELF WHEN
YOU CHOOSE AN
EXECUTOR
Make sure the one you appoint aware of

the position

Always let the person know that you have

appointed him as an executor. Why ? This

appointment might be new to him so you have to

make sure he know what are the duties and

responsibilities falls within. What are the risk

which might comes along ? If the one you

appointed have zero knowledge on the execution

and do not know where to start with, he himself

can always reject the position upfront and left your

Will to be incomplete. An incomplete Will can

lengthen the distribution process. 

What are their experience level ?

Is this their 1st time take up this job ? Do they

really know what to do and where to start ? Collect

assets 1st or distribute 1st or pay debts 1st ? Where

should he find the assets ? Should he settle all the

deceased debts or he just need to distribute assets

? Just imagine today you going to undergo a major

operation, will you choose a 10 years experience

doctor or a trainee doctor ? Even a trainee doctor

need an experience doctor to guide through the

operation process for some time before he/she can

act independently. A Will is last wishes and you

will not able to change anything once activated.

Please be sure the one you choose have the exact

capabilities to run the job. Otherwise, more cost

will incur during the process. 

Do they have the time to EXECUTE IT and

EXECUTE IT ALL ?

Time is a concern because executing a Will needs

plenty of time. From digging out the assets and

paying all the debts to distribution can takes years

to complete. Here's why. 

If the testator did not mentioned anywhere inside

the Will what kind of assets he have, how can the

executor know ? Do you know exactly everything

your spouse own ? Do you know what kind of

debts the testator have accumulated ? If you have

no ideas what does the testator have, you need to

find it out one by one. If you are appointing

someone who are busy with their own employment

(example your children), they might contribute to

the delay of distribution due to busy at current job.

If you appoint your spouse, their emotional state

may get distracted because of losing their loved

ones and busy taking care of children. If your

estate distribution manner is by stages, example

20 to 30 years until full distribution, can your

executor outlived the given instruction ? 

If the above concern arise, you can always choose

to appoint a professional trustee company to do it

because a corporation sustainability is much more

longer than an individual.

Can you put your Trust on them ?

When an executor start to act, they will 1st need to

place all the deceased's estate under their own

care to pay debts before he/she can distribute the

assets to the desire beneficiaries. This means their

have the absolute power to move the assets

around. Are they credible enough ? What if the

executor kick the bucket before finish the

deceased estate distribution ? Will both estate

being mix up ?

Can they act impartially ?

If a spouse act as executor, how assure are you

they will follow whatever stated inside the Will ?

Do they have the same thinking as me ? If I

appointed my kid as executor, are they able to act

without favor to any party and remain harmony

within family members ?
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